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When designing an accelerating structure on a computer, there will always be unavoidable
differences between computed eigenfrequencies and measured ones. Thus tuning cavities is a
routine measure to compensate for that deficiency in the design process. The purpose ofthis paper
is to investigate the limitation in accuracy when computing eigenfrequencies with a regular mesh
Finite Integration or Finite Difference algorithm for both monopole and dipole mode resonances.
Four different schemes of cavity shape modeling are used. It is found that accuracies of 10-6 and
better can be obtained with proper shape boundary modeling. The effect of finite conductivity
on the frequency is discussed and included in the results. Such an accuracy is sufficient to define
structure parameters detailed enough so that no tuning should be necessary after construction.
The effective convergence rate of the eigenfrequency is found to be of fourth order for a particular
example. The computational effort grows only about linearly with increasing accuracy of the
result.
Keywords: Cavity modes; numerical techniques; electromagnetic simulation.
1 MOTIVATION
Although computer codes have been in use since decades as design tools
for accelerating cavities, the achievable accuracy in terms of frequency is
often not sufficient to make tuning of the real structure unnecessary. Now
that linear colliders are being studied employing as many as millions of cells
to make up a multi kilometer long linear accelerator traveling wave structure,
the importance of not having to tune cavities after machining has risen.
2 INTRODUCTION
The achievable precision in computing eigenfrequencies is not a simple func-
tion of the number of mesh points of a grid or the order of integral/difference
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operators in use but in fact a somewhat complicated subject when realistically
shaped structures are considered.
Let us assume that we perfectly know the dimensions and all physical
properties (such as permittivity, permeability and conductivity) of a resonant
structure. This ideal object may have an eigenfrequency fi for a certain mode,
which is also assumed to be known exactly.
In an experiment we measure a frequency 1m, which is always different
from fi' as there is no measurement that does not influences the measured
object.
On the computer, we calculate a frequency fe, which also differs from fi.
The difference 8f between the computed frequency fe and the measured
frequency 1m is due to a number of reasons. One can separate the total
error into two errors, namely the difference between the ideal result and the
measurement 81 == Ifm - fi I and the difference between the ideal result and
the computed one 82 == Ifi - fe I·
The first component 81 has various sources, such as
• inaccurate knowledge about the physical material properties
• inaccurate knowledge about the geometrical dimensions or manufactur-
ing errors
• errors introduced by the measurement itself
• inaccuracies of the measurement equipment
• simplifications in the ideal structure
whereas the second component 82 may have contributions from
• the error due to the inaccurate approximation of the ideal geometric
shape in the finite size mesh
• the numerical error in solving the eigenvalue problem due to the finite
accuracy of the computer and the eigenvalue solver
• the discretization error resulting from the fact that an analytical equation
has been approximated by a finite equation in some way
• other simplifications in modeling the physics of the ideal structure
Note that in reality, only the total difference between a measured frequency
1m and the computed one Ie can be obtained and will often be interpreted as
the error. The subdivision of the total error into two is somewhat arbitrary,
though helpful when investigating all contributions.
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From experience one can say that a significant difference between a
measurement and a computation is almost in all cases (known to the author)
due to a difference between 1m and Ii, introduced by the measurement, rather
than due to an inaccuracy of the computation. However, the common opinion
is just the opposite, namely that virtually any difference between measured
and computed values is attributed to inaccurate calculations. However, most
of the differences occuring in practice are due to inaccurate modeling,
namely defining the ideal object with incorrect size or incorrect properties
or neglecting seemingly unimportant details. Besides inaccurate geometrical
definitions the uncertainty about true values for the permittivity, permeability
and conductivity of materials is the major source of stich errors.
In this paper we mainly discuss the errors between the computed
results and those for the ideal structure. We restrict the discussion to
only one application, namely the computation of the eigenfrequency of a
traveling wave accelerating structure for which high precision monopole and
dipole mode frequencies are of practical importance. The geometry under
investigation is the NLC1 accelerating structure. This cavity is not symmetric
with respect to any plane perpendicular to the z-axis mainly due to the way it
is manufactured. Thus one cannot compute traveling wave solutions from
standing wave solutions in a multi-cell cavity because there is no plane
known with constant phase. Thus we use throughout this discussion only
true traveling wave mode analysis with periodic boundary conditions.
As the structure being studied is made of hundred or more single cells, it
can be considered to be of cylindrical symmetry. Thus we can use the two
dimensional solvers of MAFIA and thus are able to use extremely dense
meshes. The only asymmetry in this structure is found at the input and output
couplers for which three dimensional computation can be applied to take the
coupling effects into account.
3 PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS CODES AND ALGORITHMS
This section is not supposed to be a complete overview over ali computer
codes and related theories. Over the last 15 years several hundred papers were
published on this subject and it is not meant here to give a complete overview.
It is meant only to give the less experienced reader a brief introduction to
the major differences, categories, advantages and disadvantages of computer
codes used in the field of accelerator design. For reference we refer to the
excellent compendium on computer codes in accelerator physics supplied by
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Los Alamos National Laboratory,2 in which the most complete collection of
relevant computer codes can be found.
There are three main approaches of solving the differential equations,
namely Finite Difference (FD), Finite Integral (FI) and Finite Element (FE)
methods. For the purpose of this paper the differences between FD and FI
are marginal and thus we will focus on the more general FI method which
includes FD as a special case.
Whereas FI methods were the first ones that achieved reliable and unique
solutions especially in three dimensions, FE codes face severe problems,3
except in case of de facto scalar equations and in quasi two dimensional
fields. De facto scalars are for instance all high frequency problems that can
be analytically described by one single scalar function. Examples are T Mo
modes in circular symmetric cavities and T E or T M modes in homogeneous
waveguide. To name only the most famous code of this type we refer to
SUPERFISH,4 which was the first widely used code for monopole modes in
cylindrical cavities.
Although FI and FE methods may in principle both use any higher order of
approximation, FI approaches usually use first order operators only whereas
finite element methods typically use first and second order elements.s,6
The main reason behind this is not only simplicity of the algorithm but also
the consistency of the numerical model with the analytical one. As soon as
true vector field problems are attacked, higher order elements become difficult
to handle and cannot exclude static nor unphysical modes in a similarly
simple way as FD codes can. Examples here are dipole modes in circular
symmetric cavities and waves in inhomogenousely filled wave guides. The
first widely used codes that solved the vector-type problem with a FD method
were URMEL7 and MAFIA.8
As a consequence thereof, so far there is no three dimensional finite element
code at hand that can reliably compute unique eigenvalues ofelectromagnetic
devices with permeable and permittive material filling inside. (For driven,
inhomogeneous problems, the situation is mathematically much easier and
there do exist commercial computer codes based on FE approaches such as
MAXWELL, HFSS and EMAS).
A second important issue is the mesh used in any of the above methods.
In practice, FI methods almost always use a regular coordinate mesh. Such
a mesh is simple, easy to handle, but inevitably has the disadvantage of poor
modeling capabilities. Typically a rounded shape is approximated by stair
steps.
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A compromise between regular orthogonal meshes and the more flexible
meshes used in FE codes is the introduction of triangular sub cells.9 Although
this may be a solution, it can not always be applied depending on the actual
problem to solve.
Versatile irregular meshes are mostly identified with FE-meshes, as FE
codes make heavy use of it. Little known is though that FI codes may use such
grids as well. The mesh actually has nothing to do with the approximation
model. Only the large number of existing codes has somewhat created the
terminology 'FE-meshes' and 'FD-meshes'. One of the few examples of a
'FE mesh' in a FI code is URMEL-T. IO
Another important aspect of the numerical method being chosen is the
scalability. The computational effort E (memory and cpu time) will scale in
one or another way with the number of cells N used in a mesh: E ~ N b .
It is extremely important to design a method and a computer tool such that
b = 1 or at least not much larger than one.
Again, in practice this scalability results in a strong limitation for almost
all FE codes when the number of cells is to be increased. In FD meshes,
the situation is much simpler and to obtain b ~ 1 is no major problem.
Thus running a mesh with 10 million cells in three dimensions is de .facto
impossible for most FE codes. In fact even 1/100th of such a mesh, 100,000
nodes is already a large scale problem. For FD codes in contrast, millions of
cells for workstation type ofcomputers is standard today. The main reason for
this significant difference between FE and FDIFI codes is not the underlying
theory but historically grown common practice of mesh implementations.
Whereas most FD codes use topologically regular meshes resulting in banded
matrices, many FE codes use topologically irregular meshes resulting in
sparse but not-banded matrices. FI codes use both regular and irregular
meshes.
Another ingredient that makes a very big difference between the theory
and the computer codes based thereof are the material properties that may
be varied or not. In most codes only homogeneous material is allowed plus a
perfect boundary. More rarely arbitrary distribution of dielectrics are found.
Most rarely one finds magnetic and dielectric material allowed at the same
time and almost nowhere truly lossy materials are included.
A last aspect ofchoosing a tool and designing a tool is the trade offbetween
general purpose and specialized. Various codes have been built solely for
designing accelerating cavities of cylindrical symmetry. It has been shown
that not only very high accuracies may be obtained but also that such codes
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FIGURE 1 Three dimensional view of half a cell of the NLC traveling wave accelerating
structure and the real part of the accelerating mode. The phase advance per cell is 1200 for the
operating mode.
can be very fast. On the other hand, it may be more economical to use a general
purpose code that can also solve different problems even if the computational
effort cannot compete with the specialized tools.
In this report we will show that with some proper mesh models chosen,
a general purpose code can reach accuracies as high as those of specialized
tools with higher order approaches.
4 SOURCESOFERRORS
The errors that contribute to the difference between the ideal result and the
computed result have three major contributions. The most important one is
the quality of the mesh approximation followed by the discretization error,
which results from replacing an analytical equation by some finite matrix
equations. In practice the numerical error of actually solving an eigenvalue
problem with some iterative method may be kept rather small, as long as the
matrix condition remains within tolerable limits.
4.1 Mesh Models
The main error occuring in numerical modeling of high-Q resonators is due
to the inaccurate modeling of the real structure including all curvatures.












FIGURE 2 An automatically generated mesh with rather homogeneous steps. The two
enlarged plots show the triangular approximation of the upper left and lower left rounded
sections. The maximum number of mesh points specified here was 4000.
Mesh codes based on irregular grids, such as SUPERFISH,4 URMEL-T,1°
YAps and others are known to have the distinct advantage of being able to
model curvatures with higher accuracy than codes based on regular meshes,
such as URMEL7 and MAFIA.8 Furthermore some of these codess,6 have
higher order elements and thus an intrinsically better accuracy. The high
quality ofboundary approximation is not in general an advantage ofFE versus
FI/FD methods as regular cartesian meshes can be extended to sub-triangular
meshes within the regular cartesian grid,9 see Figure 2.
Existing codes with higher order elements can easily achieve the same
accuracy as was achieved in this report. However, the situation changes
drastically for dipole modes as MAFIA handles monopole and dipole modes
the same way whereas the few FE codes have no higher order elements for
such fields.
The code used throughout all calculations here8 has a variety of options
when a shape is modeled in a mesh, see Figure 3. Although rarely used and
little known, these options may be useful as will be shown later.
A standard procedure in approximating a shape, which is given by a
polygon, is to automatically generate a super grid made of all major vertices.









FIGURE 3 Four possible strategies of approximating a rounded shape. Starting from the
default strategy using an almost regular mesh and triangular sub cells triangular scheme (see
A), one may explode each such triangular sub cell into a fully filled rectangular cell full-cell
scheme (see C) or reduce this cell by not filling it at all with material reduced scheme (see
B). The ultimate quality in shape approximation is obtained by approximating the curvature by
a regular subdivision and by adding mesh lines at each such generated point along the circle
optimal shape scheme (see D).
the super grid with as-regular-as-possible mesh lines. Once this mesh is
generated, the polygon is processed by searching all intersections between
mesh lines and the polygon. All points found are shifted to the nearest mesh
point generating a mesh based polygon. Such a grid is shown in Figure 2.
4.2 Discretization Error
The error caused by the finite approximation of differentials or integrals
creates in the simplest scheme an error of second order for the resonant
frequency. However, this statement holds only for equidistant meshes. Thus
for any real mesh, the order of the approximation is reduced to anywhere
between 1 and 2.













FIGURE 4 Example for a 64,000 mesh cell case with optimal-shape scheme approximation.
The plots show the input shape with the grid (left) and the mesh modeled shape near the left
lower rounded iris. The mesh step size varies significantly near the end of the comer.
For an equidistant mesh the error in frequency for a pill-box like cavity
can be estimatedG as:
181/1 ~ -3N
with N as the number of mesh points in a two dimensional mesh. For a
pill-box cavity there is no error from modeling the boundary and thus the
total error is only the combination of the discretization and the numerical
error contribution.
If we assume that the order of the discretization error will remain close
to second order with respect to the largest step size, the required number of
mesh points needed for an accuracy of 100 kHz out of 11 GHz is only of the
order of 30,000 if this were the only source of error. Such a number of mesh
points corresponds to an average mesh step size of 60 /hm.
Note that already for an accuracy of 1 MHz, the effect of the skin depth at
11 GHz introduces a frequency shift in excess of 100 kHz as will be shown
later. Thus such a demand for high accuracy makes no sense without taking
the skin effect into account.
G For cartesian coordinates the eigen frequency of the mesh model is in fact known
analytically.
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FIGURE 5 The frequency as computed by single and double precision eigenvalue solvers for
the optimal shape boundary approximation. The error bars show the rounding off errors from
the numerical eigenvalue solver. For the lower curve showing double precision results the error
bars are very small and cannot be seen at each result. One can clearly see how both the single and
double precision solution agree well for large steps and how the single precision solution starts
to deviate from the double precision one at shorter steps sizes. Of course, the same behaviour
will be found for the double precision solution though at steps sizes much smaller and out of
the range shown here. The second possible error contribution resulting from the termination of
the iteration process, i.e. contamination with other eigenvectors, can be directly obtained from
the matrix-vector norm expression but here the iteration limit was always set to its maximum
accuracy, well below the error from the numerical rounding off error.
4.3 Numerical Error
The numerical error results from the deficiency of a numerical method to
obtain a solution of an eigenvalue problem with arbitrary accuracy. The
error can be kept small as long as the condition number of the matrix is
kept reasonable. However, the condition of a matrix rises with the inverse
average mesh step size squared. Thus for large problem, i.e. big matrices,
the condition grows larger and larger and effectively reduces the achievable
overall accuracy.
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On top of this scaling the condition is worsened by any inequality of mesh
step sizes. If the maximum and minimum steps size within a mesh have a
ratio r, the condition grows again by r2 compared to a same size problem
with equidistant mesh.
Of course.one can always increase, at least in principle, the accuracy of a
computation by using wider word length for the number representation. This
cost in memory and cpu time pays only when the numerical error dominates,
which is only seldomly the case.
The effect of the limitation due to the finite accuracy of the eigen value
solver is shown in Figure 5. We used the optimal shape scheme, which
strongly increases the condition number, and used the single precision version
of MAFIA to investigate the behaviour at the limit where the numerical error
dominates all other errors.
On the other hand, the increase in computatIonal effort when switching
from single to double precision is only a factor two in memory and about none
in cpu time. In fact, some hardware needs more time for single than for double
precision because it uses a double precision multiplication processor. Cutting
down results back to single precision costs extra time in such a system. The
outcome of this small increase is a tremendous increase in final accuracy,
as very large ratios of mesh step size become possible. This is at least true
in the case of resonator design, where the detailed shape of the boundary
determines the eigen frequency and the error is dominated by the modeling
error.
The error in the computed frequency due to rounding off errors in the
eigenvalue solver can be easily computed in MAFIA as the theory of
Maxwell's Grid Equations11 shows that the average electrical energy equals
exactly the magnetic field energy. This unique feature in the theory behind
MAFIA gives a direct measure for the frequency error in a discrete solution
due to limitations of the computer accuracy as for an ideal computer, the two
energies would exactly equal even for· computed grid fields.
From Slater's theorem12 we can compute a shift in frequency ow = W - WQ
due to a local perturbative change in energy as:
W2 = W6 . (1 +21(wmagnetic - welectric)dV)
f (W magnetic + W electric )dV
with W as the energy density. The difference between actually computed
electrical and magnetical energy is due to fields numerical noise. Thus we





wa = We + Wm
with We and Wm as electrical and magnetical total energy in the computed
fields.
4.4 Finite Conductivity
Although the error discussed in this section belongs to the group of errors
caused by the difference of the idealized object and the real one, one might
argue that the model that has been defined as ideal, has been defined in such
a way because no computer code is available that can handle finite but high
conductivity material.
In practice a high frequency resonator with high Qhas a ratio ofwavelength
to skin depth of the order of 10,000 and thus there is no chance to be able
to mesh accurately enough using at least 5 steps per skin depth. Besides
the approach of a surface impedance the common (and appropriate) practice
is to model the structure as infinitely conducting. The finite quality factor
Q is then computed by perturbation theory in a post processing step. The
so determined Q values are commonly used and there is no reason for not
trusting them within at least in the ± 10% range, depending on whether two
or three dimensional computation was employed.
This finite Q factor is computed under the assumption that the field at the
surface behaves like at an infinitely large half space filled with metal. The
total wall loss then is obtained under the further assumption that the magnetic
field at the metal surface is the same for the real case and the idealized case.
Neither a change in amplitude nor in direction is taken into account. Under





with a as conductivity, 8 as skin depth, Q as inner resonator surface and Htan
as the tangential magnetic field.
The ratio of the electric field in the resonator and the electric field in the
metal can be estimated as WE / a and thus the electric field in the metal can
be neglected. Thus we consider the magnetic field only and obtain for the
associated energy contained inside the skin depth volume Vwall as
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Wwall = f Wmagnetic dVwall = f ~ IHI2dVwall = ~ f ~ IHtanl2dQ
Vwall Vwall Q
and thus we find the relation between the wall loss and energy as:
Pwall 4
-- = --(= 2eva).
Wwall /-102a
Thus the change in frequency can be easily obtained from the wall loss power




Wtotal f 1 /-102a 1W magnetic dVwall = W total . -4- . Pwall = 2Q
This result of course is well known for electrical circuits when the skin effect
is incorporated into the frequency dependance of the resistance. As cavity
modes are often modeled as RLC circuits the formula is in use since long.
Also this result is known from the literature12 where it has been derived
by surface impedance models. However, the result is derived here directly
from the electromagnetic fields rather than from a model and may give a new
insight into the physics of the frequency shift.
In the case considered here, namely a 11 GHz cavity, and an accuracy
demand in the 10-5 range, the shift in frequency due to this effect is already
800 kHz and thus exceeds the numerical, modeling and discretization error
by far.
On the other hand, one should not consider this frequency shift as a second
order effect but rather as a pertubation calculation as trustworthy as the
computation of quality factors.
In order to verify the above statements a simple pill-box cavity was
modeled with finite conductivity fully taken into account in the new MAFIA
complex eigenvalue solver.8 The results are listed in Table I and show
excellent agreement, with a relative change of the shift in frequency below
10-4 .
Figure 6 shows the corrected and uncorrected frequencies as function of
mesh step size for the NLC cavity and the fundamental mode. It is evident
that the frequency dependance of the correction is negligible. However, the
shift itself amounts to 800 kHz, which is a significant quantity.
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TABLE I Change in frequency when comparing true finite conductivity solutions with
corrected ones for a pill-box cavity resonating at 22 MHz. The cavity radius is 5 m, the length 4 m
and the skin depth was chosen to 0.03 m for the first mode. The solution for finite conductivity was
obtained by running the mode solver with very dense meshlines inside copper and homogenously
distributed mesh lines within the vacuum area. As can be seen, the accuracy of the shift is in the
percent range compared to the true shift and thus the model can be applied with good confidence.
In the NLC structure the error bar in the shift model is in the 10 kHz range.
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FIGURE 6 The frequency as computed assuming infinite conductivity and the corrected
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FIGURE 7 The computed eigenfrequencies for the four different shape approximation
schemes versus average step size in the mesh. The behaviour of the reduced and full cell scheme
is rather continuous as predicted from theory. The same is true for the optimum shape result. The
results for the triangular mesh model do not converge as steadily but tend to be more accurate
than both stair step approaches. The optimal shape model converges much faster as it eliminates
the dominating modeling error. However, the price for this fast convergence is the need for
double precision.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Errors of the Different Modeling Schemes
The NLC structure cell used here is shown in Figure 1. A series ofcalculations
have been performed using the four different schemes of approximating the
cavity shape (see Figure 3). For each scheme, the approximate number of
mesh cells has been varied from 2, 000 to over 1, 000, 000. In all cases,
except those in Figure 5, the double precision option of MAFIA has been
used in order to keep the numerical error below all other contributions.
For the standard mesh procedures these mesh resulted in mesh steps
between 8.8 /-lm and 250 /-lm. For the optimal-shape scheme, the largest step
size was kept about equal everywhere resulting in very·large ratios between
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the smallest and largest step in one mesh. And as further consequence, the
smallest step size was well below 1 /-Lm.
Figure 7 shows the results for the four different models. It is very obvious
that the triangular scheme is the best of the three standard schemes that
use as equidistant as possible meshes. The optimal-shape approximation is
outstandingly better. Even for relatively large mesh step size the accuracy is
better than 100 kHz out of 11 GHz.
In order to determine the order of convergence more precisely, a detailed
investigation of the optimal-shape scheme for meshes with 2, 000 to 16, 000
cells has been performed, which is a range where the numerical error is clearly
much smaller than the discretization error. The results are shown in Figure 8.
The error is shown as function of minimum step size, average step size and
maximum step size. Naturally the slopes differ. The error does not converge
completely smoothly when such small steps in mesh numbers are introduced.
This is due to the fact that the curvatures can only be divided by an integer
number of sectors, and this number jumps when increasing the number of
mesh points continuously.
Remarkable is the better than third order convergence of this scheme,
compared to orders of 1.0 to 1.4 for the conventional schemes. Also
remarkable is the rate of computational effort with increasing step size. The
fit results in a slope of -3.3, which is close to the inverse rate of the accuracy
exponent as shown in Figure 9. Thus the computational effort grows only
proportional with the demanded accuracy.
5.2 Comparing Two Slightly Different Cavities
The starting point of this entire investigation was an unexplained difference
between a measured!3 and computed5 frequency for the NLC structure. As it
was found, the actual cavity shape as calculated first did not include the upper
left rounding as shown in Figure 10. Thus the question arose what the effect
of this rounding is and whether it may be sufficient to explain the difference.
As we find, the difference is 8.7 MHz and the results for the incorrect shape
with the missing comer agree excellently with those computed with YAP.5
Both results shown here are shown without correction for finite conductivity
in Figure 11. Thus the difference between measurement and computation is
accounted to the measurement or incorrect geometrical dimensions. (In fact,
meanwhile it has been found21 that the cavity was incorrectly manufactured
in the company.)
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Relative Frequency Error versus Mesh Step Size
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FIGURE 8 Relative frequency error n the optimal-shape model versus minimal, average and
maximum mesh step size. With of as the frequency error and s the mesh step size one may fit
the coefficients a and b in the function of = a . sb with the results 2.0, 4.6 and 4.1 for the three
cases. Although this result may be very surprising at the first point, it does not violate the fact
that the overall convergence is only of second order in the best case. However, for the practical
use the effective order is larger and is the quantity that matters.
5.3 Dipole Modes
Apart from designing a cavity for the fundamental accelerating mode, dipole
modes are as well of major importance as those parasitic modes limit the
performance of many front-line accelerators. Approaches to design cavities
with certain prescription for dipole frequencies are underway in order to
suppress such limitation. In order to make such schemes work, cavities have
also to be designed to fulfill tight specifications for dipole modes on top of
the specifications for the main accelerating mode.
Thus an investigation of achievable accuracy is equally important for
monopole and dipole modes. Due to the nature of the dipole modes having
all six field components nonzero, they also form a qualitatively very different
eigenvalue problem to solve.
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FIGURE 9 The cpu time is shown here for several runs using the optimal shape scheme and
double precision solution on an IBM RISC AIX6000 model 580. The cpu time rises only with
a slope of -3.3 when plotted as function of average steps size. Thus the computational effort
grows approximately with the same order as the demanded accuracy.
f=II.4240 GHz f=11.4327 GHz
FIGURE 10 The cross section of a standard NLC cell without rounded upper left corner (as
used in YAP) and the cross section including a rounded corner.
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FIGURE 11 The computed frequencies for the standard NLC cell without rounded upper left
corner (lower curve) and including a rounded comer (upper curve).
Figure 12 shows the convergence of the frequency of the dipole mode with
170 degrees phase advance per cell versus step size. Again at around 16, 000
mesh cells the achieved accuracy is better than 100 kHz and thus beyond any
practical need.
6 CONCLUSIONS
A number of conclusions can be drawn from these results, although it should
be made clear that they cannot easily be generalized as they were obtained
for one particular problem only.
• With today's powerful workstations and the capability of MAFIA
to handle very large and inhomogeneous meshes, eigenfrequencies
for circular symmetric structures can be obtained at extremely high
precision, beyond any practical need. This statement holds for monopole
and higher azimuthal modes.
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Dipole Mode Frequency vs. Step Size
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FIGURE 12 The frequency of the dipole mode with 170 degrees phase advance versus average
mesh step size. The error bars show the error from the eigenvalue solver.
• Modeling errors often dominate the total error and it is worthwhile
to spend attention to proper shape approximations. The advantage of
good shape models outweighs the disadvantage ofpoor matrix condition
number.
• The use of double precision solvers opens a new range of accuracy, that
can be entirely used to compensate for the boost in condition number of
the matrix resulting from an excessive mesh step ratio.
• Due to the algebraic properties of the grid solutions it is possible to
calculate an error bar for the inaccuracies introduced by the finite
accuracy of the eigenvalue solver and the finite accuracy of the computer
hardware.
• At the level of relative frequency errors of 10-5 and below the
conductivity introduces a larger frequency shift than the errors of the
computer modeling and must be taken into account. The pertubation
correction is shown to be very accurate in comparison with finite
conductivity solutions.
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7 OUTLOOK
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Although the achievable accuracy exceeds any practical need, one can
still improve it even further. One may use Slater's theorem to account
for the remaining difference of the curved boundary and the polygonial
approximation and obtain another frequency correction term. One may even
approximate curved boundaries by polygons in such a way that the difference
in volume for the real structure and the mesh model vanishes. This would
correspond to a direct incorporation of Slater's correction term into the
meshing algorithm.
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